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Abstract  
There is continuing public and media debate in Australia and overseas about the worth of driver training for car 
drivers as a means of improving driver behaviour and reducing road crash involvement. In view of this there is a 
need for road safety professionals, and the public at large, to be well informed about the merits and effectiveness 
of such training as a crash countermeasure. This paper summarises an extensive review of the international 
literature on the effectiveness of driver training programs for learner drivers, young/recently licensed drivers and 
experienced drivers produced for the RACV Public Policy Group in mid 2001. Overall, the paper concludes that 
driver training could not be considered an effective crash countermeasure. Other approaches such as increased 
supervision and graduated licensing for novice drivers and traffic law enforcement for all drivers are likely to make 
greater and more lasting contributions to road safety.
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Introduction  
There is continuing public and media debate in Australia and overseas about the worth of training for car drivers 
as a means of improving driver behaviour and reducing road crash involvement. Calls for increased or 
compulsory driver training are often heard particularly when the road toll appears to be rising in a particular 
jurisdiction. This paper summarises an extensive review of the international literature on the effectiveness of 
driver training programs for learner drivers, young/recently licensed drivers and experienced drivers produced 
for RACV in mid 2001 (see Christie (2)). Effectiveness was taken to mean to what degree driver training 
programs reduce the crash risk or involvement of participants relative to comparable drivers who did not 
undertake such programs. However, given that not all published evaluations are crash-based other measures 
such as positive changes in driver behaviour were also included. Evaluations and reviews published in scientific 
journals, conference proceedings or by reputable sources such as government agencies, universities, and 
research organisations published in Australia, New Zealand, North America, United Kingdom and Europe over 
the last three decades were examined.

Driver training and driver education are not the same – the former is a sub-set of the latter. However, given it has 
become common even in the scientific literature for these terms to be used synonymously there was a need to review 
published materials labelled as both “driver education” and “driver training” in the course of compiling the review. 
The types of driver training reviewed included that provided at pre-licence and post-licence levels, including that 
described as, defensive (ie purporting to help drivers avoid getting into critical situations), advanced (ie purporting 
to assist drivers cope with critical situations that may arise) and driver improvement (ie that which targets 
accident/violation-involved drivers with a view to reducing recidivism and reducing crashes).

The Effectiveness of Driver Training for Learner Drivers  
Learner drivers at the pre-licence level have long been the target of driver training efforts of various types ranging 
from simple one-to-one instruction to elaborate mandatory schemes within driver licensing programs.

Basic driver training works at an instructional level in that most people who are initially trained to drive by a 
driving school, friends, relatives or a combination thereof achieve licensed driver status. This type of driver 
training concentrates on basic car control skills and road law knowledge. It is heavily oriented towards initial 
charger licensing. Initial driver instruction plays an important role in developing basic car control skills and imparting 
road law knowledge, but it does not guarantee safe or crash free driving on the part of those trained. There is little 
evidence that pre-licence training per se reduces crash rates among novice drivers in the short or longer term.

It is of note that the post-licence crash experience of those trained via professional instructors and those trained 
by parents, relatives of friends tend to be much the same. UK research suggests that novices who received only 
professional instruction were less likely to pass initial driving tests and may have higher post-licence crash rates. 
The level and variety of traffic experience is generally lower in professional instruction relative to that received by 
learners when supervised by friends or relatives. Greater levels of supervised experience during the learner period 
have been shown to result in reduced post-licence crash involvement in Sweden (up to about 35%). Swedish 
research showed that encouraging cooperation between driving schools and parents in the training of learner drivers 
may be beneficial in increasing the quality of instruction and the breadth and depth of learner driver experience.
The research literature suggests that, beyond imparting basic car control and road law knowledge skills, pre-licence driver training/education contributes little to post-licence reductions in casualty crashes or traffic violation among novice drivers.\(^\text{13,14,15}\) There is also considerable evidence that driver training that attempts to impart advanced skills such as skid control may contribute to increased crash risk, particularly among young males.\(^\text{16,17}\) In addition, mandatory pre-licence training or even formal pre-licence training/education, such as US high school Driver Education, provided through secondary schools, may contribute to increased exposure-to-risk for young drivers, particularly females, by encouraging early solo licensing.\(^\text{18,19,20}\) This pattern of results has been confirmed across numerous studies conducted in Australia, New Zealand, North America, Europe and Scandinavia over the last 20 years - including US and Australian research published only last year.\(^\text{21,22,23,24,25,26}\)

**Off-Road or On-Road Training for Novice Drivers?**

There is little sound scientific evidence to support the view that novice driver training provided off-road improves the driving behaviour of those trained or reduces their subsequent involvement in road crashes.\(^\text{27,28}\) Evaluations have generally found no significant differences between novices trained off-road and those trained on-road in respect of subsequent crash or violation involvement.\(^\text{15,21}\) Off-road training is more expensive to provide than on-road training as off-road facilities are costly to build, operate and maintain.\(^\text{21,29,30}\) Such facilities may also divert scarce funds away from more worthwhile initiatives and countermeasures.

Research from Sweden and North America suggests that the best learning environment for the beginning driver is the real road system under the supervision of an experienced driver or instructor.\(^\text{13,17}\) Learner drivers under supervision on-road have a low risk of crash involvement, probably the lowest of all driver groups.\(^\text{14}\) The accumulation of an on-road “experience bank” is perhaps the major potential contributor to reduced crash risk in solo driving for novice drivers.\(^\text{14,17}\)

**The Effectiveness of Driver Training for Young and/or Recently Licensed Drivers**

Few programs specifically target novices in the first few years of solo driving. However, some young/recently licensed drivers will seek out and attend commercial post-licence driver training on their own initiative or on the advice of others who believe that this may improve their driving skills and reduce crash risk. At face value, this has some intuitive appeal. Novice drivers are at greatest crash risk in the first six months of solo driving.\(^\text{32}\) However, there would appear to be little evidence that training programs undertaken by young and/or recently licensed drivers are effective in reducing crash risk or traffic violations.\(^\text{13,34,35}\) Some better-based programs target higher order skills (eg perceptual/cognitive skill development dealing with hazard perception and risk reduction) and attitudinal factors such as over confidence and optimism bias (ie where novices believe that they are skillful and at little risk of crash involvement).\(^\text{36}\)

As with other areas of novice driver training, there is no clear evidence that post-licence training for novice drivers leads to reductions in crash or violation involvement.\(^\text{37}\) Again, such training often leads to an increase in confidence and sometimes and increase in crash risk for novices, particularly young males.\(^\text{9,14}\) From a theoretical perspective, there is support for the development and application of training that targets optimism bias, over-confidence and attitudinal/motivational factors that influence safe driving behaviour.\(^\text{14}\) Several programs using this better-based approach – sometimes referred to as “Insight” training - have been trialled in Sweden and the Netherlands.\(^\text{36,38}\) However, there is little evidence thus far that this type of training reduces crash/violation risk among novices as few crash-based studies of these newer approaches to training have been completed. Preliminary evaluation of a recent Finnish program for novices – it targets risk avoidance and speed control six to 24 months after initial licensing - suggests that it may have contributed to a significant reduction in crashes, particularly among males, but had less impact on females.\(^\text{19}\) While novice drivers under this program tended to drive less than those exposed to the former training approach and a downward trend in crashes for all drivers was experienced in Finland, the authors concluded that the new approach contributed to statistically significant reductions in crashes among novice drivers.\(^\text{29}\)

Training for novices, beyond basic-pre licence training, is generally limited in its capacity to shape and change driver behaviour. Alternatives to training such as increased experience at the pre-licence level combined with graduated licensing and on-road enforcement regimes may hold more promise at present.

**The Effectiveness of Driver Training for Experienced Drivers**

Reviews of evaluation studies have found no sound evidence that either advanced or defensive driving courses reduce the accident involvement of experienced drivers who attend them.\(^\text{36,37}\) This is unremarkable as experienced drivers (particularly those aged 25-59 years) already have a relatively low crash risk per distance travelled.\(^\text{38}\)

The Effectiveness of Driver Training for Experienced Drivers...
some evidence from US studies that some programs may reduce traffic offence recidivism among those assigned to driver improvement programs, but this does not seem to translate into reduced crash involvement.\textsuperscript{40,41}

Some driver training providers claim that their programs produce accident reductions, particularly in fleet settings. Many of these claims are often based on small samples, testimonials or data derived by non-scientific means.\textsuperscript{3} Claims of crash reductions due to training intervention often disappear when the effects of other factors are taken into account. Driver training may be more effective in fleet settings than for drivers in general, but Swedish and Australian research suggests that other more economical measures such as group discussion on safety issues and incentive programs may be more effective in crash reduction terms.\textsuperscript{42,43}

Why Does Driver Training not seem to be Effective in Reducing Crashes?

Advocating driver training as a means of improving driving skills and knowledge assumes that there are deficiencies in the skills or knowledge of drivers and that these can be remedied by the application of training. It also assumes that such deficiencies increase the risk of crash involvement. These assumptions although persistent in the community are often false and based on beliefs not supported by the weight of research evidence.\textsuperscript{1,3,37}

It may be unreasonable to expect an educational or instructional tool such as driver training to deliver crash reductions as improving knowledge and skill does not always lead to a change in behaviour among trainees.\textsuperscript{3,5} Furthermore, a driver trainer has little control over the post-course behaviour of trainees, the motivation of trainees to apply what has been learned or the many other risk factors that may contribute to crash causation. Drivers, particularly young drivers, can and do take risks that have less to do with how much skill and/or knowledge they possess, but more to do with motivation and higher-order factors.\textsuperscript{44,45} Driver training is unlikely to undo firmly established past learning laid down through weeks, months and years of practice and experience, nor durably alter motivation or modify underlying personal values.\textsuperscript{1,3}

Most conventional driver training tends to concentrate on skills and knowledge relevant to crash avoidance or dealing with driving emergencies. However, as accidents, particularly those involving death or injury, are rare events for the average driver this knowledge or skill seldom needs to be applied, or is to a large extent forgotten when required at some time in the future.\textsuperscript{3} Drivers quickly forget those behaviours which they do not have to use regularly. This is not unique to driving, people lose competence in respect of any set of skills which are not practised or are only rarely applied.

Alternatives to Conventional Driver Training

Recent road safety research suggests that alternatives to conventional driver training may contribute more to crash risk and violation involvement, particularly among novice drivers. Alternatives worthy of consideration include:

?? Building Experience at the Pre-Licence Level: Increasing the supervised on-road experience that learner drivers receive – recent Swedish research shows that learners who received about 118 hours of supervised experience had up to 35\% fewer crashes than those who received only 41-47 hours.\textsuperscript{11} VicRoads, TAC and other road safety organisations are encouraging this approach in Victoria.

?? Graduated Licensing Systems (GLS) for Novice drivers: Under a GLS novices drivers do not receive an unrestricted solo driver licence immediately and must gain experience under lower risk conditions and remain relatively offence free over a period of up to three years. Evaluations of GLS programs in New Zealand and North America show significant reductions in novice driver crashes ranging from 7\% to over 55\%.\textsuperscript{46} Victoria and NSW have GLS programs in place, but these have not yet been evaluated. Preliminary evaluation of the South Australian GLS suggests that it has contributed to significant reductions in casualty crashes involving 16-19 year olds.\textsuperscript{47}

?? Higher Order Testing within GLS: Some GLS programs require novices to pass additional tests of higher-order skills to progress to less restricted licensing levels and to “graduate” to full licence status. For example, the NSW GLS requires novices to pass a screen-based Hazard Perception Test (HPT) to move from the most restricted P1 licence (the first solo licence) to the less restricted P2 licence. This is a touch-screen computer test that measures the candidate’s ability to recognise and respond to potentially dangerous situations and to react appropriately. Those who do not demonstrate these skills to the required level remain on the more restricted licence until they do. A more demanding screen-based test must be passed to “graduate” from P2 level to a full NSW licence. Preliminary research suggests that such tests can predict novice drivers likely to be at greater crash risk.\textsuperscript{48}
**A Different Type of Training:** Improvements in driver training may be achieved in the longer term by concentrating on cognitive and perceptual skills, together with a greater emphasis on how factors such as attitude and motivation shape driver behaviour.\textsuperscript{13} This may include experimenting with variants of the Swedish “Insight” type training noted above. Longer-term education to foster development of safe attitudinal/motivational factors, using driver testing as a motivator, has also been suggested as an alternative to short-term training.\textsuperscript{10} While theoretically sound, there is as yet no evidence to suggest that programs addressing these factors lead to changes in attitude, behaviour or crash risk.

**Fleet Management to Enhance Crash Reduction:** A combination of approaches can help reduce crash risk and involvement within company fleets. A multifaceted approach to fleet safety dealing with the selection of personnel and vehicles and management of where, when and how vehicles are used may help reduce crash risk. Recent studies have identified ways of increasing fleet safety via the application of best practice approaches in respect of vehicle selection, integrated training/education, incentives for crash free driving (not reward) and overall occupational health and safety policy within organisations.\textsuperscript{43} This represents a potentially more effective approach than relying on conventional driver training.

**Enforcement and Deterrence:** Enforcing traffic laws and deterring drivers, particularly young drivers, from engaging in behaviour that increases crash risk is an effective way of reducing crash risk in respect of drink driving and speeding behaviour.\textsuperscript{46} Targeted deterrence and enforcement measures have a greater probability of changing driver behavior than traditional driver training programs ostensibly aimed at reducing accident risk.\textsuperscript{49}

**Conclusions**
Overall, the research evidence suggests that driver training of a conventional nature contributes little to reductions in accident involvement or risk among drivers of all ages and experience groups. Low individual crash risk and decay of learning work against the potential effectiveness of driver training programs that concentrate on car control skills or deal with rare events such as emergencies.

Improving driver knowledge and skill does not always lead to a change in on-road behaviour or reduced crash risk among trainees. While skill and knowledge are important, they have little influence on the driving environment or conditions under which driving behaviour occurs post training. Conventional driver training is also unlikely to undo firmly established past learning nor durably alter motivation or modify underlying personal values.

It is of concern that the provision of conventional driver training beyond that required to gain an initial driver licence often leads to increased accident risk among novice drivers. Research suggests that this is due to encouragement of earlier licensing, increased exposure to risk and/or unduly increasing the confidence of novices about their driving abilities.

A better alternative for novice drivers is to address the lack of experience factor which has been shown to contribute to first year drivers having an elevated casualty accident risk. This approach has been taken up by most Australian driver licensing jurisdictions and some in North America via the implementation of Graduated Licensing schemes (GLS) which provide for and encourage learner drivers to build their stocks of supervised, on-road driving experience before solo driving. Swedish research suggests that it contributes to post-licence reductions in casualty crashes of up to 35%. However, this approach requires cooperation between novice drivers, parents (or supervisors) and commercial driving instructors over a period of months and perhaps years.

Resources committed to post-basic driver education/training may also act to undermine effective road safety programs by diverting scarce funds and community attention away from more worthwhile initiatives likely to reduce crash risk. However, there is some suggestion that due to its high face validity and popularity, driver training may have a place in risk reduction programs in fleet settings, but only as an adjunct to other more effective accident reduction measures.

At present, one could not say that driver training is an effective crash countermeasure. Other approaches such as increased supervision and graduated licensing for novice drivers and traffic law enforcement for all drivers are likely to make greater and more lasting contributions to road safety.
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